PARENTS & CAREGIVERS:

SIGN UP FOR DIY.ORG TODAY!

DIY.org (previously JAM.com) is an important component of the Snap the Gap program. Through DIY.org, girls will explore STEM topics and discuss their interests during mentorship sessions.

Each Snap the Gap participant will receive a unique code that will give her access to DIY.org for a year! **Girls will need your help to sign up and create an account.** Please make sure to do this as soon as the program starts.

WHAT IS DIY.ORG?

A huge online library of hands-on projects, how-to videos, and an awesome kid community!

A variety of courses for any skill level

- Secrets of Drawing
- Photography
- Drawing Bootcamp
- Make Your Own Machines
- littleBits
- ANIMATE your drawstory
- STRANGE SCIENCE
- Mike Rowe Show
- lego
- COOK yourself

THOUSANDS OF VIDEOS TO TEACH YOUR KIDS WHATEVER THEY WANT TO LEARN

SAFE PLACE FOR KIDS POST PHOTOS & VIDEOS AND BUILD A PORTFOLIO

WE KEEP YOU IN THE LOOP ON YOUR KIDS INTERESTS

DIY’s video library is filled with the awesome stuff in the world that delights both parents and kids. Art, innovation, science, laughter and everything in-between.

Kids ❤️ making video, but there’s really no other online place to safely share. We also connect kids who share interests and allow them to exchange feedback with each other. Here they can be both a learner and a teacher.

You’ll get an email every time your kids post something on DIY. Parents will learn more about their kids unique interests and talents by keeping up with what they pick to do.